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KLH MODEL FIVE STEREOPHILE REVIEW

GADGET FLOW LISTING

Check out this stellar Stereophile review by Ken Micallef,
where he calls the KLH Model
Fives “intoxication kings” and
“attention-getters of the first
order,” among many other
amazing things.

2021 STEREOPHILE
RECOMMENDED
COMPONENETS LIST
We are thrilled and honored
to announce that the KLH
Model Five has been selected
for one of the most prestigious industry awards: the
2021 Stereophile Recommended Component list. The KLH Model
Five is in Class B on the Recommended Components list, ranking
KLH alongside the most respected loudspeaker products and
brands in the world. And this is just the beginning!

The KLH Fusion earbuds are now listed as a “Staff Pick” on Gadget
Flow, a discovery platform for technology, gear, and gifts! Gadget
Flow also recognized the Fusions as one of the “Best iPhone gadgets and accessories” as well as one of the “Best gaming gadgets of
2021”. Check out our listing here by clicking on the image above.

SOUNDSTAGE ALBANY II REVIEW

KLH FUSIONS

NEW FUSION VIDEO

There is no doubt that KLH Fusion True
Wireless Earbuds are simply the best
wireless headphones on the market for
their value. With breakthrough acoustic
performance and superior noise isolation, they make for exceptional listening
for hours on end! The Fusions provide
premium high-fidelity sound with Apt-X,
4 Knowles® MEMS/Smart Microphones,
and 9 recognizable voice commands.
With its new cutting-edge Bone Voiceprint Technology, KLH’s true wireless
earbuds will only recognize your voice.
You can answer calls, play music, adjust
volume, and talk to Siri all hands-free
while connected to any device. With
seven interchangeable ear tip sizes
included, these earbuds guarantee a snug fit even during the most
strenuous activities. Their IPX5 water-, dust-, and sweat-proof
rating make them great for use in the most rugged environments,
too. As a bonus feature, the KLH Fusions come with a unique, slick
case that provides 28 hours of playtime in one charge. Fusion
earbuds are the ultimate Bluetooth earbuds for running, taking
calls in the office, or listening to an extensive playlist. Trail & Kale
has even awarded the Fusions with an Editor’s Choice badge and
claimed them as the best earbuds for running in 2021! Meanwhile,
Techaeris rated the Fusions a whopping 9.2, and Gadget Flow acknowledged them as a Staff Pick. These earbuds are truly remarkable. It’s time you see for yourself!

GLOBAL EXPANSION
With warehouse and logistics support in Buffalo, NY, Ontario, California, Shenzhen, China, and Dublin Ireland, KLH has an expanding
global footprint to better serve dealers and distributors around
the world!

KLH SWAG
Check out the new page on our website where you can purchase colorful,
retro posters of the Model Five,
Kendall, and Maxwell. Stay tuned for
more KLH swag coming soon!

ATTN: DEALER PORTAL
ON WEBSITE
Attention dealers, distributors, and
resellers! For your convenience
we created a portal on our website where you can access product
photos, spec sheets, and much more all in one space. This should
make gathering KLH information an easy and organized process!
Gain access to the portal here:
https://klhaudio.com/dealer/register/

MOVIE/SONG RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE MONTH:
Turn up those KLH speakers and let the sound of these songs and
new movies take you somewhere.
Songs:
Elton John & Dua Lipa “Cold Heart (PNAU Remix)” (Pop)
Billie Eilish “Happier Than Ever” (Alternative)
Teddy Swims “Simple Things” (Pop)
Movies:
Free Guy (YouTube/Vudu)- Action/Adventure
Jungle Cruise (Disney+)- Action/Adventure
Joe Bell (Amazon Prime)- Drama
Happy listening!

We are pleased to introduce KLH’s newest resellers:

To inquire about sales in Europe, Canada, Latin America, Middle
East, Africa, or Asia, please contact Mr. Sheldon Combs:
Tel: +1 (317) 485-7088;
Mobile/WhatsApp: +1 (317) 757-1434;
Email: sheldoncombs@klhaudio.com

International
Audiomania (Russia)

To inquire about sales in U.S., please contact Mr. Jeff Dano:
Tel: (469) 994-9224; Email: jeffdano@klhaudio.com

American
ABC Warehouse (Flint, Mr. Pleasant & Gaylord, Michigan)
Integrity Sound (Sarasota & Lakewood Ranch, Florida)
AV Therapy (Nashua, New Hampshire)

We welcome and value all positive Google reviews from KLH
product owners and resellers!

NEW RESELLERS

*We encourage all our dealers and resellers to send us photos
of KLH products in demo so we can reshare them on our social
media and give you exposure in return! Thank you!*

KLH is now available in 39 countries and 150 dealers
nationwide!

